Punctuating ASR transcript has received increasing attention recently, and well-performing approaches were presented based on sequence-to-sequence modelling, exploiting textual (word and character) and/or acoustic-prosodic features. In this work we propose to consider character, word and prosody based features all at once to provide a robust and highly language independent platform for punctuation recovery, which can deal also well with highly agglutinating languages with less constrained word order. We demonstrate that using such a feature triplet improves ASR error robustness of punctuation in two quite differently organized languages, English and Hungarian. Moreover, in the highly agglutinating Hungarian, where word-based approaches suffer from the exploding vocabulary (poorer semantic representation through embeddings) and less constrained word order, we show that prosodic cues and the character-based model can powerfully counteract this loss of information. We also perform a deep analysis of punctuation w.r.t. both ASR errors and agglutination to explain the improvements we observed on a solid basis.
Introduction
Punctuating the produced transcripts is an important add-on in Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR), which is not inherently handled by most state-of-the-art ASR systems. The problem is well-known, therefore we overview here only the aspects relevant for our contribution, and refer the reader to [1, 2, 3] for further exploration of the topic.
Early attempts proposed adding punctuation marks to the language models as hidden events [4, 5] and hence incorporated this knowledge into the ASR itself. Recent trends favour distinct punctuation modules, added to the ASR pipeline as a postprocessing step (or on top of the model in an all-neural alike approach). Transducer-or tagging-based approaches were presented in numerous works [6, 7, 8] using hidden Markov-model, maximum entropy (MaxEnt) or conditional random fields etc. Viewing the punctuation task as a Sequence-to-Sequence (S2S) problem, Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) can be efficiently exploited for punctuation. RNNs constitute today's state-of-theart [9] , eventually with attention mechanism [10, 11] or relying on the machine translation paradigm [12, 13] and adopting hence an encoder-decoder approach.
Both text and acoustics can be exploited for punctuation; text-based models [2, 6, 8, 10, 12] are more complex, but yield better results than models based on prosodic-acoustic features [1, 7, 14] , which are more resistant to ASR errors. The two types of features are used in parallel in some studies [7, 13, 11] and most of the time, pause duration is used by text-based systems.
Text-based models are mostly built using word tokens, but a character-level CNN model was proposed in [15] , which is reported to outperform a MaxEnt baseline, but not the wordbased RNNs. In [16] , character-and word-based models are used in combination and an improvement is demonstrated over systems based on standalone features. In [13] , a phoneme-based approach is also considered, motivated by obtaining higher ASR error robustness, but did not improve punctuation performance despite that ASR word error rate (WER) was over 30% on the respective task.
Recently, we have addressed punctuation of Hungarian and English using text (both on word and character basis) [2, 16] and prosodic-acoustic approaches [1] . We observed, that punctuation models for English [2, 9, 10, 13] consistently work better for periods (full stops) than commas. In contrast, for Hungarian, text-based punctuation works better for commas, whereas prosody yields better period recovery [1] . We believe that this is closely linked to some basic characteristics of the two languages (other than comma usage standards, which are quite similar), i.e. word order is basically fixed in English, whereas less constrained in Hungarian. Another difference is agglutination leading to extreme large vocabulary. We intend to explore how these can impact punctuation by analysing combinations of acoustic and textual cues, including the character-level as well.Our goal is to propose an approach that fits well both types of languages -English and the less constrained word order an highly agglutinating Hungarian. We will show that characterlevel and prosodic features significantly improve performance on real ASR output in both languages. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first one that considers the character, word and prosody triple feature set for punctuation. We also consider as a valuable contribution of our work that the proposed modelling framework is more universal and fits a broader set of languages, yet by significantly improving performance in both involved languages. also add an unknown entry to map rare words, and an EOS endof-sequence symbol). The input is padded with zeros if it is shorter than chunk size. On top of the embeddings, a bidirectional LSTM layer is used, followed by a softmax layer to obtain the output (punctuation) with target classes of blank (0), period (.), comma (,), question (?) and exclamation mark (!). The model is described in more detail in [2] , the hyperparameters of the model are summarized in Table 1 .
Character-level model
The character-level model (C) represents the words as character sequences padded or cut for a fixed length. One-hot encoded characters get embedded via a dense layer. The C model is depicted in the centre of Fig. 1 and described in detail in [16] . The input has neither punctuation, nor capitalization. The structure is similar to the W model, but the embedding layer provides character-level embedding here, followed by a 1D convolutional layer of several filters and its outputs are downsampled using maxpooling. A bidirectional LSTM layer is added on top of this feature extractor, followed by a softmax to predict the punctuation mark out of {0 . , ? !} for each character sequence in the input. Throughout the architecture, dropout layers are used to prevent overfitting. Please note that the character sequences for each word are first collapsed into fixed-length vectors and the LSTM already operates on word-by-word level. The reason for choosing this structure is to keep well aligned with the wordlevel and exploit character-level embedding instead of the wordlevel one, which allows for eliminating the Out-of-Vocabulary (OoV) problem in very large vocabulary Hungarian 1 . The hyperparameters of the model, optimized on the development set, are presented in Table 1 .
Acoustic-prosodic model
In [1] , the authors evaluated punctuation based on prosodic features derived from phonological phrase alignment. Since this approach involves a separate Hidden Markov-model to obtain the phonological phrase segmentation [19] , we replace this with an end-to-end pipeline in this work, and let most of the modelling job be done by a neural network, but we keep the acoustic-prosodic feature pre-processing steps. We extract F0 and overall energy (for energy we use a 150 ms long window and do not decompose it into mel bins) by 10 ms frame rate and smooth the signals by applying a 5-points median filter. We compute first and second order derivatives, obtained by approximating the derivatives dt of xt in a W = 30 frame context by the following regression formula:
Wherever a word boundary is hypothesized by the ASR (or the alignment of the transcripts), two 15 frame long portions of this 6-dimensional feature sequence are extracted preceding and following the word boundary. Statistics composed of the minima, maxima and means of the 6 values are computed for the two portions separately and added to the input vector of the punctuation module. The input vector is augmented by the durations of the preceding word and of the pause at the word boundary. This input vector is fed into a bidirectional LSTM layer, followed by a softmax to predict the punctuation. This model is kept small (see Table 1 and Fig. 1 ) to allow for use with low amount of training data as we have limited audio transcribed with punctuation. This is also the reason for not using an embedding for the P model, although theoretically it would be possible in the acoustic space as well.
Compared to the method presented in [1] , we require word boundary information, but since we intend to combine this prosodic punctuation module to the character-and word-based ones, this requirement does not add considerable complexity to our approach. Although we do not use a hierarchical encoder as in [13] , or a phrase segmentation module as in [1] to map framebased acoustic-prosodic features to the word-level, we still believe our approach is quite robust and yet simpler, as through the dynamic (delta and acceleration) prosodic features we capture most of the relevant prosodic features and their historic trajectories related to word boundaries (local stress patterns, intonation and pause duration).
Hybrid models
We will analyse the best combination of the individual character (C), word (W) and prosody (P) based models pairwise (C+W, C+P, W+P) and also into a triple (C+W+P) hybrid model by concatenating the respective LSTM hidden states of C and/or W models with the input of the P model. We drop the final softmax output layer of the single models, add a new second shared bidirectional LSTM layer and a new softmax layer, and train the network altogether. 
Data
The Hungarian dataset is derived from public service and commercial TV broadcasts. This dataset contains various genres (weather forecasts, news, conversations, magazines, sport). The dataset used for pre-training the character-and word-level models is a subset with manual transcription including punctuation containing 12M, 3M and 136k words for the train, validation and test sets, respectively [20] . The punctuation marks addressed in the experiments include commas, periods, question marks and exclamation marks. Audio is associated with a smaller part of the data covering mainly broadcast news genres [21] of 3.5 hours. This data is augmented by samples from Hungarian BABEL [22] to provide more question and exclamation samples associated with audio. The acoustic-based model is trained from scratch on this part, whereas we applied transfer learning method on character-and word-level models.
The English dataset consists of IWSLT TED Talk transcripts, which is a commonly used benchmark dataset for English punctuation models [10, 12, 23] . We use the predefined train, validation and test sets, containing 2.1M, 296K and 13K words respectively, and dealing with three types of punctuations (comma, period and question mark). This corpus contains no audio, hence audio is derived from the IWSLT2011 talk translation dataset [24] containing 6 hours of speech.
Results and Discussion
We use the F1-score computed from precision and recall for evaluation, corresponding to the common practice for the punctuation task. We decided not to provide Slot Error Rates (SER) in detail, just for the best models, as differences seen in SER were found consistent with differences in F1 among the tested models.
Results for Hungarian are shown in Fig. 2 (overall WER of the ASR is 34.6%). Text-based (C/W) models yield good comma recovery, but they perform weaker for periods, both on reference (REF) and ASR transcripts. On the other hand, as sentence endings tend to be more marked by prosody, the P model performs well with period prediction, but has weak comma prediction capabilities. Combining them hence leads to overall improvement (with C+P, W+P and C+W+P). In Fig. 3 we present Venn-diagrams showing the share (in %) of the individual models on correctly recovered punctuation marks. When working on ASR output, as expected, the amount of slots missed by W increases considerably, letting the P model represent alone almost 1/3 of the punctuations! The C model roughly preserves its share when switching to ASR transcripts. This shows that, as can be expected, the C and especially the P models are more ASR error robust. Overall the best models were C+W+P on reference (F 1 = 65.2%; SER = 53.8%) and C+P on ASR (F 1 = 43.9%; SER = 88.6%).
Question and exclamation marks are better predicted based on C/W, than on prosody (P). Analysing confusion matrices and listening to the particular utterances showed that intonation often does not correspond to the interrogative or exclamative modalities, but is realized with declarative patterns. Question specific words on the other hand can help C/W models to better predict these. This has been also observed in [1] and [13] -despite prosody should theoretically be an ideal candidate to detect questions, practice does not confirm this.
Results for English are presented in Fig. 4 (by WER: 18.7% for ASR). The C+W+P model yields the best overall performance on reference (F 1 = 53.6%; SER = 65.5%), and the W+P model performs the best on English ASR (F 1 = 52.8%; SER = 70.2%). Taking a look at the Venn-diagrams representing the share of each model in correct punctuation predictions in Fig. 5 , REF and ASR cases are more balanced than in Hungarian, there is no significant gain from adding prosody. This can be explained partly by the lower WER for English, but differences between the two languages likely interplay, too. Indeed, WER is often higher in agglutinating languages compared to English in corresponding, similar tasks [25] . In English, periods are efficiently recovered by C/W models, and performance for commas is weaker than for periods for all models. This is opposite to Hungarian. We explain differences between English and Hungarian by their fixed vs relatively free word order and also by the highly agglutinating nature of Hungarian resulting in extreme large vocabularies 2 . Comma usage rules are quite similar for these two languages. Considering the W model, word embeddings operate by capturing the semantic (and also pragmatic) relations of individual words. In a language with constrained word order such as English, the set of words and the role of the words occurring at sentence boundaries is less variable than in Hungarian. Another aspect of the phenomenon results from the fact that word embeddings are less powerful for a language of intense agglutination. The higher number of possible word forms means that the embeddings have more OOV words, and their estimation is less robust resulting from the higher overall variability of the data. The latter constitutes the main problem. Using word embeddings enhanced by character N-grams and matching embeddings to ASR vocabulary can help the OOV problem, and it also improves semantic accuracy as shown for other languages in [26] . But the unconstrained word order problem still remains an issue, and we observed that the Hungarian word embeddings enhanced by character N-grams still showed drastically less absolute semantic accuracy than the English ones [26] despite training them on large corpora. (By using a larger skipgram context, again the estimate could be less accurate, but we have not tested this so far.) On the other hand, through the C model we also can exploit character-level information with a framework optimized for the task, hence we did not use embeddings enhanced by character N-grams in this work, and had an OOV rate of 7% for Hungarian and 4% for English.
Seeing higher prediction power for commas and lower for periods with the W model in Hungarian is fairly in line with the above hypothesis: if we consider the most common cases where a comma is used -to separate clauses where most often a conjunction word known by the embedding occurs; or in enumerations where typically words with high similarity in the semantic space are involved -embeddings can perform well for these situations. Sentence endings however show high variability resulting from the less constrained word order.
Summarizing the results, for the highly agglutinating and relatively free word order Hungarian, we can obtain significant improvement in overall punctuation over the W baseline by adding the C and P models. Considering the most important use-case, where ASR transcripts are input, C+P helps by rel. 18% in Hungarian over the W baseline (significant by p < 0.01). For English, adding prosody lead to an improvement of 4.4% over the W baseline on ASR transcripts (still significant by p < 0.05).
Conclusions
We proposed a punctuation approach combining character, word and prosody features, and illustrated that C and P models can contribute to by a large margin better punctuation performance in agglutinating Hungarian, where WER is often higher and W punctuation models rely on less effective word embeddings due to the less constrained word order. Although to a smaller extent, but still significant improvements were seen in English as well. Our C+W+P ensemble outperformed all individual systems on reference in Hungarian and English, while on ASR transcripts, the C+P hybrid gave the overall best results in Hungarian and the W+P one in English. We also demonstrated and quantified how the prosody based model provides robustness when also ASR errors degrade the word-based model's performance. In agglutinating Hungarian, P is powerful in recovering periods, while commas are better predicted by C/W features. We explained this difference compared to English by word embeddings' semantic modelling capabilities, weaker for agglutinating languages (less constrained word order, large vocabulary). These results should be applicable to all similar (agglutinating) languages and highlight the importance of C/P features for such languages. We argue that the proposed framework can be applicable for a wide range of languages, as it integrates all features relevant for punctuation prediction. The contribution of the individual features is per se language dependent, which can however give an interesting insight into the inner structure and nature of agglutinating languages, i.e. to illustrate how the increased contribution of prosody can counteract the higher variability in word forms and word order to maintain understandability at a high level in speech communication.
